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corner). Image courtesy of the Geophysical Institute, Univer-
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EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION 

Some readers might argue with the title of this issue of Biological Pape-rs of the 
University of Alaska, by contending that a "science of environmental impact 
assessment" docs not exist. Admittedly, much of the environmental assessment 
work snmulat d 1n the U.S. by the ational Environmental Policy Act of 1970, 
and elsewhere by other initiatives, has been lackluster-there has been science 
in, but not a cience of, much of that work. Marrin Holdgate succinctly 
criri iz d the va r exercises of environmental assessments in recent years: 

... much effor has been devoted ro the wrong kind of 
analysis and co collection of unnecessarily large quantities of 
data that have given rise to undue expectations and un-
satisfactory predictions. 1 

In applied ecological research, however, there is an ideal to which serious 
ecologists and environmental scientists aspire, often again t formidable odds. 
T hat ideal is the capability to predict quantitatively and with increasing ac-
curacy the results of environmental perturbations. Even as an aspiration this 
ideal deserves to be called the science of environmental assessment. lr is 

pecially satisfying to have the trio of cisco papers published together here, 
bec'ause they documem progress toward he ideal more effectively as a'suite of 
integrated studies than as publications scattered among several journals. 

The h istory of the development of this A rctic cisco resea rch is instructiv 
because it has been extra rdinary in several respects. In I 976, the Out r 
Continental Shelf Environmental Assessment Program (0 SEAP) underto k 
the ambitious task of studying th determin nt pro esses in a repres ntative 
barrier i land-lagoon system of the Alaskan Beaufort Sea. Although 
OCSEAP's resources at the time were considerable, they were finite, so that a 
careful screening method was needed to select only rhe major processes and 
system components for continued field investigation each season. LGU 
ecologists assumed the team leadership role in the multidisciplinary and multi-
institution effort in Simpson Lagoon, and applied the techniques of Adaptive 
Environmental Assessmem 1 to th is annual screening exercise. Arctic cisco m t 
three essential criteria to qualify as subjects for research: they were important 
components of the system, they were harvested for human consumption , and 
they were likely to be affected by coastal development associated with 
petroleum activities. 

' Holling, . . [Ed.] 1978. Adaptive Environmental Assessment and Management. Wiley and 
Sons , New York xix + 377 pp. 

2LGL is a privat company specializing in ecological resear h, with offices in Canada and the U.S. 
The name of the firm is derived from the initials of its three co-founders. 



2 NORTON 

The first extraordinary aspect of the cisco research is that it continued for 5 
years (1977-81) under OCSEAP, a program which elsewhere in Alaska rarely 
provided more than one or two seasons' survey and inventory effort for 
biological characterizations. Had the cisco research been suspended after two 
seasons, no coherent story could be told here. The coherence of the story 
presented in the first paper is enhanced by a second extraordinary cir· 
cumstance: it was an unexpected bonus to discover continuous, reliable, and 
long·tenn catch records from the Colville River fishery. 

The third extraordinary development in the course of the cisco research grew 
our of the investigators' frustrations in searching the Colville River system for 
spawning Arctic cisco. The search was made because the petroleum industry's 
eventual needs for millions of cubic meters of gravel were expected to be met by 
mining the material from the lower reaches of larger rivers on the North Slope. 
The consequences of such gravel min ing for populations of fish (such as Arctic 
isco) that might be obligate spawners in restricted locations there were not 

known, but thought to be potentially severe. The alternative to ontinuing the 
expensive search for cisco in the Colville system was the stock assessment 
study, combining catch data, mark-recapture studies, and application of a 
population model in the first of the papers . 

Laboratory experiments on temperature preference, reported in rhe second of 
these papers, grew out of debate among the investigators over the reasons 
behind the observed concentrations of Arctic cisco and other anadro mous 
species in the narrow band of shallow water imme iately adjacent to 
shorelines. O ne theory , the eventual null hypothesis, was that this clustering 
was strictly an edge effect , not causally related to the presence of warmer , less 
saline water in this coastal band . The alternat ive explanation was that the 
coastal edge effect was inciden tal, and that the fish were selecting preferred 
temperature and salinity conditions. The difference between these explanations 
was more than academic at the time of the debate (1980) because existing and 
planned gravel causeways projecting out from t he Beaufort Sea coast (Fron-
t ispiece , p. iv) were then regarded as potentially interdicting or delaying fish 
migrations parallel to the shoreline. Discrimination between the two 
hypotheses would provide some basis for predicting the respo nses of fis h to ar-
tificial spits and coasta l configurations. I£ the edge effect prevailed, the route 
taken by an i.magi nary migrati ng fish would be lengthened by an increment 
equivalent to twice the combined lengths of all causeways between starting 
point and destinat ion . The magnitude of the effect of one or more structures on 
fish could be estimated and, if the swimming speed were known , total delay 
could be calculated. If, on the other hand, fish respond primarily to physical 
characteristics of water masses , the interplay between causeways and fish 
migration would be mediated by more subtle and complex processes and events 
associated with coastal winds and currents impinging on natural and artificial 
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shorelines. The experimental phase of the research and irs results encouraged 
the investigators to continue rheir research into a posc-OC EAP phase. 

In 1981, as the OCSEAP funding was exhausted, the investigator obtained 
support from another government agency and from industry co investigate fish 
behavior in relatiOn to the extended gravel causeway of the Prudho Bay 
Waterflood Project then under onstrucrion, as reported in che third paper. 
From a scientific perspective, this was an unusual pportunity. The same 
ecologists who had made predictions about the effects of causeway-induced 
changes in water mass haracteristics on migrating fish in their OCSEAP 
reports could now develop real experience to verify , reject, or refine those 
earlier predictions. 

The causeway problem was particularly attractive for tying together previous-
ly independent lines of inquiry devoted to the Arctic cisco. The problem was 
challenging logistically, with its requirements for simultaneous physical 
oceanographic measurements and fish sampling. Conceptually, it po ed a ques-
tion of degree of effect in a way not offered by certain sweepstakes aspects of en-
vironmental perturbations- estimating direct loss by burial of so many hectares 
of benthic invertebrate habitat by gravel fill causeways is a trivial example. By 
the same token, the causeway did nor seem to threaten he resource seriously, 
and therefore its inve tigation did not appear likely ro thre ten the indu try's 
freedom of action in building a number of these structures. Evidence of in-
dustry's willingness to try engineering solutions ("mitigative measures") is the 
breach designed in to the Prudhoe Bay causeway, discussed briefly in the third 
paper here . 

In the context of the improbable background and train of events since 1976, 
applied ecologi al studies on Arctic cisco developed to the level of 
understanding presented here. This level of understanding may be challenged 
as it stands, or be su erseded rapidly. In any event, these three studies are a 
noteworthy synthesis of field and laboratory investigations, supported by 
iterative refinements of mathematical modeling, and post-development con-
tinuity of research. 

The current pace of petroleum industry development in arctic Alaska and 
Canada should be creating many analogous opportunities for the continuity o f 
pre- and post-development studies that would lead to refining the predictive 
skills of applied ecology. Regrettably, most of these opportunities appear to be 
passed over, perhaps deliberately, and perhaps owing to apprehensions abour 
how the results would reflect on the industry. The results of the cisco research 
illustrate that such apprehensions are sometimes unwarranted. 

D. W. Narron, July, 1983 
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ABSTRACT 
To help interpret observed population changes of Arctic cisco in the Colville 

River Delta of Alaska, the Deriso model was applied to 15 years of catch and 
fishing effort record from rhe local commercial fishery. The model can provide 
a predicted sequence of catch values that closely mimics the historical record . 
A l.though survival and lag time param ters giving rhe best fit predictions ap-
pear reasonable, rhe high value giving best fi t for the recrmtment parameter 
would indicate strongly density-dependent stock-recru itment relationsh ip, 
and is suspect. Similar analyses of fishery data collected in future years may 
help determine whether the observed population fluctuations are attributable 
to normal population cycles or to environmenr l variables. The onstruction of 
a 3.9-km long causeway in the vicinity, and the operation of the local fisheries 
are both tentati ely di counted as environmental causes fo r the observed fluc-
tuations, but extreme sea i e conditions in certain years are imp\i aced. 

A theory that Arctic isco in Ala ka are representatives fa Canadian stock 
from the Mackenzie River is propo ·ed, and the evidence is reviewed. 

KEY WORDS: Arctic cisco, Coregonus autumnalis , life cycle, Beaufort Sea, 
stock assessment, commercial and subsistence fisheries. 

'LG L Ecological Research Associates, Inc. 
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24'i Beacon Aven e 
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VSL IX7 Canada 

'Colville Environmemal Services 
olville Vill age , AK 99723 
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l TRODUCllO 

The Arctic ctsco, Coregonus aatumnali..s, is both one of the most abundant and 
valued of the: anadromous fishes o curring along the orth Slope of Alaska. As 
a subsistence fish, it 1s considered to be "much fatter, larger, anc..l more tasty" 
than other common whitefish (Flossie Hopson, Con ·ervation and En-
vironmental Protection Office, North Slope Borough, pers. comm., 1980). In 
Alaska, Arctic ci · o are presently a mainstay of seasonal subsistence fisheries at 
the villag of uiqsut tn the Colville River Delta and in the vicinity of Barter 
Island, Ala ka. The former i a fall-win ter shery, whereas the Barter Island 
fishery operates during ummer (Griffiths et al. 1977). Helmcnck ·' commercial 
fishery (permitted to rake a maximum of 50,00 Arctic ci co annually) has 
o erared continuou ly since 1967 in the Colville Delta in fall and early win ter 
and provided the largest body of Jata for this study. In rhe Mackenzie River 
valley of Canada the Arctic cisco also represents an important component of 
the domestic fishery (Hatfield et al. 1972). 

The Arctic cisco ranges from northern Europe and Siberia to western arctic 
North America. In the latter region, it is distributed along the arctic coast 
from about Point Barrow, Alaska to Bathurst Inlet, orthwe t Territories, 

<mada (Fig. 1). The distribut ion i apparently centered in brackish waters 
around the Mackenzie (Canada) and Colville (Alaska) River Deltas, habitats 
which are u ed for overwintering following summer feeding di persals into the 
nearshore Beaufort Sea. In th Mackenzie River system, Ar tic cisco range , s 
mu h as 1,600 km upstream of the delta (Liard River) during late summer-fall 
spawning runs (O'Neil et a l. 198 1). T his run is similar to those reported for Arc-
tic cisco in Si cria, where the fish migrate over 1,50 km fr m the sea to spawn-
ing areas in the upper part of the Yenisei River ( ikolsk and Resh t nikov 
1970). Following spawning, adult Arctic cisco in Siberia, and probably in the 
Mackenzie River, undertake post-spa ning migrations to delta regions where 
they overwinter (Wynn -Edwards 1952, Nikolsky and Resh tnikov 1970). 

In conjunction with oil and gas de elopment, numerous fish studies have 
been conducted in western ar tic North America since the mid-1970's. Some 
o f these studies have cmpha ized summer tagging programs (e.g. Bendock 1979, 
Doxey 1977, Craig an Haldorson 1981, Craig and Griffiths l 98la), with rhe 
recapture ef6 rt upplemented by fall-winter tag returns and catch data 
obtained from the C olville River commercial fisher . C raig and Haldorso n 
(1981) used these data as the basis for population e ti mates wh ich suggested 
that an 86 percent decline in the numbers of Arctic cisco overwintering in the 
C olville Delta occurred between 1976 and 1979. Thi observation was up-
ported by the commercial catch data which, during 1979, dropped to 25 per-
ent of its average during previous years. Again in 1980 rhe commercial catch 

and po pulation est imates remained l w similar to 1979 level . 
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Fig. I. The distribution (hatched area) f the Arctic ci co ( oregonus auwmnalis) in Ala ka and 
Canada (after Morrow 1980). 

The apparent Arctic cisco decline incided with both the first consequential 
offshore oil and gas development, and with the resettlement of the village site 
of Nuiqsut at the head of the Colville Delta (Fig. 2) beginning in 1973. The off-
shore petroleum development included the constructio n in 1975 f the solid-fill 
causeway just west of Prudhoe Bay. O riginally 1. -km long, it wa extended off-
shore by an additional 1.5 km in 1 7 , and further extended by 1.1 m in 1981 
(see Frontispiece). Given that causew ys migh t directly impede fi h migrations 
parallel to the shore, or indirectly affect anadromous fish by altering longshore 
currents and local temperature and salinity regimes, there wa som belief ex-
pressed that the decline in abundance of Arctic cisco might in some way have 
been related to th is structure. 

The resettlement of Nuiqsut undoubtedly increased the local take of fish, in-
cluding Arctic ci co. C raig and H aldorso n (198 1) estimated that the Nuiqsut 
harvest was of similar magnitude to that occurring in Helmericks' commercial 
fisher in the C olvill Delta. T he increase in the take of fish from the Col il le 
Delta raised the question of overfishing as a major factor contributing to the 
observed decline. Relia le information abo ut the population dynami s and 
biology of the Alaskan stoc of Arctic cisco was need d before any causality 
could b a cribed to t he apparent decline. 

We attempted to describe the apparent population dynamics of the Arctic 
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Fig. 2. The Colvdle River of Alaska with detail of the del ta region (i n s~r ) showing major fishing 
5ites . 

cisco . Although our main purpose was to contribute to the understanding of 
the biology of this species, another goal was ro valuate wh ther the observed 
decline could best b explained by population attributes, overfish ing, or im-
pacts re ulting from environmental conditions. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The Deriso Model 
Deriso (1980) provided a major breakthrough in the methodology of assessing 

population dynamics. His contribution was the derivation of a model incor-
porating feature uch as time lags, growth, mortality and recruitment (all of 
which can be related to biological processes) whose parameter could be 
estimated from a time series of catch per uni t effort (CP E) ata. Prior to 
Deriso 's work, such dynamic p ol models could be con tructed, but required a 
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time series of accurate age composition data (seldom available) as opposed tO 

simple CPUE data. 
The Denso model, simply rated, says that a given year's biomass will be rhe 

survivors of the previous year's stock, corrected for weight growth, plus new 
recruits. When numbers are modeled instead of biomass, the Deri o model can 
be simplified to: 

Cc +I =l(I -qEc+m)Cc -Pm(l-qEc_ 1)C,_ 1 

+q(l-m)R{(I -qEt --1-k)Cc + t-k!ql 

where the variables are: 

C1 CPUE during ye r t 

Et effort urin g year t 

R (.) recruitment functio n with R(s) = 
sea(Js ( Ri ker curve) 

and the parameters arc: 

annual natural survival 

q catch ability coefftcien t 

a, (3 Ricker recruitment parameters 

1 -m fra tion of spawners vulnerable to fisher 
(allows for incomplete recruitment) 

k lag time between birth and recru itment 
(k + 1 = ge at recruitment) 

We modeled numbers instead of bioma because number of fish caught (not 
biomass) was recorded by the fishery. 

The Deriso model was applied to rhe time series of catch data from the 
Helmericks' commercial fishery dating from 1967. Parameters were estimated 
using Walters' (1 981) Applesoft Basic computer program writte for a 48K 
Apple II Plus® mi rocomputer with Disc-Operated System and a single disc 
dri e. ln this program, the approach is to use quasi-linearization and non-linear 

ewton's methods to estimate the set of survival and recruitment parameters 
that will make a predicted sequence of CPUE values agree b st with the 
obs rved e u nee (Deriso 1980, W lters 1981). 

The Fish ry 
T he Helm ricks' commercial fishery in th Colville Delra has operated during 

fall and early winter in essentially the same fashion yearly since 1967. Fishing is 
conducted in th Main ( upigruak) and asr Channels of the river adjacenr to 
A ach ilik Island (Fig. ?.) When rhe ice becomes thick en ugh to w lk on, holes 
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are drilled and gill nets are set in a continuous serie along the deep bottoms of 
the channels. The nets are typically 2 X 50 m, having either 7.6 em (3 in) or I 0.2 
em (4 in) tretched mesh. The maller me h i u ed in both channels, but the 
larger mesh i used exclusively in the Main Channel where broad and hump-
back whitefi h (Coregoml.'i nasus and C. pidschian, species attaining larger size 
than the ciscoe ) occur more commonly. Effort wtth the small mesh nets has 
comprised over 98 percent of the total soak time expended by the fishery ver 
the 1967-81 period. 

Fishing usually begins about the first of October and is terminated near the 
end of November. he nets are typically picked every day except Sunday. The 
catch is recorded by date and usually by location. Effort records are maintained 

y date and location. The nets are set and fished over the entire period, 
al though they are occasionally moved . The net are removed as the quota is ap-
proached or if the catches are considered too I w to reward the fishing effort. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The Fishery 
In 9 of the 15 years of record, the fishing effort followed a fairly regular pat-

tern, with peak efforts ranging from 10 to ZS nets fished per day , and mo t ef-
fort being expended in October and ovember (Fig. 3). In three years (! 68, 
1971, 1976) maximum daily efforts were higher (31 to 41 nets fished per ay) 
and in two of those years (1968, 1971) the peak daily efforts were sustained for 
longer than usual. The other three exceptional years (1978 to 1980) differed 
from all other year of record by the extension of fishi ng effort well into 
December (Fig. 3). 

Although records of fishing effort distinguished between the two fishing sites, 
not all catch records for Arctic ci c indicated from which sire rhey were taken. 
We therefore combined catch data from the Main Channel and East Channel 
for total annual harvest of rhe species (Fig. 4A). The resulting loss of resolution 
in these data is not significant. T he levels of effort in the two ch noels covaried 
losely, with greater effort usually on the East Channel (Fig. 4B). Fishermen 

report that Arctic cisco use the hallower East C hannel more h avily and that 
two species of whitefi h and the least cisco (Coregonus sardinella) pr dominantly 
use the Main Channel. 

The annual catch of Arctic cisco taken in the fish ry (Fig. 4A) has ranged 
from a high of 71,575 in 1973 to a low of 9,268 in 1979. T e catch levels over 
these years suggest a marked decline as described in the introductory sec ion. 
D uring the same years, effort levels, although v riable, have been roughly 
similar and thus do not account for the reduced fish catches (Fig. 4B) 

Craig and Haldorson (1981) showed that the rctic cisco taken in rhe com-
mercial fisheries are moderately large (range in fork length: 240 to 380 mm) with 
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Fig. 3. Panerns of daily commerctal fishi ng efforr for the 15-yea r period of reco rd for the 
Helmericks' commercial fi shery . 

most of the fish in the 280 to 340-mm range (Ftg. 5). The ages of the cat h range 
between three and ten years, but fish aged fi ve to eight dominate the catch. 
Male and female A rctic cisco first attain sexual maturity at ages even and 
eigh t, respectively (Craig and Haldorson 1981 ). Dominant age-size groups can 
b followed through the fishery in ucce sive years (Fig. 5). 

Based upon Craig and Haldorson's (1981) examination of about 200 
specimens t ken each year from th commercial catch during 1977-79, sexually 
mature fish comprised an estimated 49 to 57 percent of the catch. In 1976, only 
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Fig. 6. Population trends of Arctic cisco (Coregonas aw:umnal•s) based upon CPUE, Model, ~nd 
M~rk·re apture data from the Hclmericks' o mmerd I fishery , 1967- 1981. 

12 percent of the catch was e timated to have been sexually mature, but the 
s mple consisted of only 59 fish . More significantly, no fi h in spawning condi-
tion and no spawned-out fish were fou nd in any of the sampl s examined by 
Craig and Haldorson (19 1), despite the probability that h is species' spawning 
period immediately precedes and may extend into the fishing season. When re-
quested in 1979 to supply any spawned-our fish , rhe fish rmen provided only 
nine fish out of the entire catch, of which only one spawned-out mal and tw 
"possibly" spawned-out fema les were onfi rmed by Craig and Haldorson 
(1981). The autumn commercial fishery in the C olville Delta therefore harvests 
essentially a non-spawr.ing segment of the Arctic cisco population. 

The Model 
Peak population levels of catchable Arctic cisco according to PUE data oc-

curred in 197 and 1981 , with a lesser peak occurring in 1977 (Fig. 6). The 
Deriso model provided a very good fit of the histori al record (Fig. 6) , with the 
best fit obtained using rhe param t r estimates of: k= 5; 1= 0.37; q=0.33; 
a=4.8; (J =S.Sx lC-S; nd m=0.64. T he model did not r fleet a minor peak in 
1977, nor was this peak suggested by independent population estimates 
calculated from mark-recapture data available from other studies (Craig and 
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Haldor on 1981, Grifftths and Gallaway 1982) covenng the period IQ76 
through 1981 (Fig. 6). Apart from the 1977 peak, the three population in-
dicators (CPUE, Model , Mark-recapture) reflected a imilar trend in population 
levels for the years to which they could all be applied. 

The model was responsive with the five-year lag period between events, as 
w 11 as wtth an m value 0.64 indi acing an exceptionally low proportion of 
catchable spawners. The model' performance suggests that the bulk of the 
atch should consist of fish of ges five to seven, and spawners should comprise 

a small proportio n of the c tch as compared to mature non-spawners. Both of 
these impli ations from the biological model agree well with the observed age 
and maturity composition of the actual atch from the fishery, suggesting 
model validity. T he validity of other model parameters remains co be verified. 
The questio n of why spawners are largely non-vulnerable to the Colville fishery 
is addressed below. 

The a value of 4.8 estimated y the model ·uggests strongly density-
dependent sto k-re ruirment rel< ionship which i reaso nable given the pattern 
of the CPUE data. A strongly density-dependent relationship results in an 
oscillating population level of pawners because the maximum level of recruit-
ment occurs when the spawner population is low and vice versa . Further, the 
lag time of five years between spawning and recruitment of fish to the fishery 
agrees well with the known life h istory of Arccic cisco. evertheless, the valu 
of 4.8 for a is unusually high . W believe chat it is likely that the oscillati ns in 
catch are due more to regional environmental effects than to recruitment 
phenomena. That is, we may have th overall dynamics repre ented correctly, 
but the appearance o f strongly densiry-dep ndent recruitment to Alaska ould 
actually e the result of a few environmentally extreme years. For example, 
1974 and 1975 were particularly bad ice years (the pack ice remained along the 
mainland coast throughout summer in the Beaufort Sea) and were followed by 
a series of relatively good years (th pack ice was up to 100 km off hore during 
summer) until 19 2. If the environmental conditions of 1974 and 1975 affected 
the transport or survival of age one fish in the nearsh re zone during these 
years , the effects would be seen in the fishery about five years later (I 979 and 
1980). The questio n of attributing the stock osci llations to stock-recruitment 
relarionshi or to enviro mental fact rs could be resolved given several addi-
tio nal years of data from"the fishery. It hould be noted that while the model fit 
is good, and the parameters k and m give us some confidence in the results, the 
data extended over a total of o nly 15 years. The assumed lag of 5 years to 
recruitment allowed us only 10 points to fit 5 parameters. 

Given either explanation for the stock oscillations, the existing fisheries of 
the Colville Delta probabl hav little impact o n the population levels of 
atchabl Arctic isco. Mean fi hing morcality (F, cal ulared from Ricker 1975) 

was est imated to ha been only 0.1 5. T he commercial and subsistence catches 
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are likely ro ontinue ro fluctuate radically ver the years due co either en-
VIronmental conditions or den icy of spawner . If the latter case is true, lower 
densities of spawner would result in higher yields of recruits on a 5- to -year 
cycle. 

Finally, it is unlikely char the 3.9-km long causeway near Prudhoe Bay, 
Alaska has co tributed much to the observed scillations in population levels. 
Results of tagging studies (Craig and Griffiths 198Ib, Griffith and Gallaway 
1982) have shown no significant difference in the proportion of arge Arctic 
cisco on the olvill River overwintering grounds between fish that were in-
itially marked during summer on different sides of the causeway. Distributional 
modeling of small Arctic cisco ba ed upon temperature preference and en-
vironmental conditions around rhe causeway sugge t that during condittons o 
¥estward transport, small fish would also successfully move around the 

causeway ( eill et al. 1983) Our understanding of the functional relationship f 
arctic fishe t environmental factors remains rudimentary despite progress 
reporred here. More observation and experimemation are required t be a I, 
to relate environmental pertur arion re ulcin from development activities to 
impacts on fish tacks with confidence. 

Thus, application of the Deriso (1980) model co the CPUE data of the 
Helmericks' commercial fishery yielded a set of reasonable estimates for 
biological parameters which gave a predicted sequence of CPUE data closely 
mimicking the h istorical record. The mod l's estimates of survival and lag t ime 
parameters appeared particularly good in light of what is k own or 
hypothesized about the biology of Arcti i o, but the parameter associated 
with recruitment showing a strong density-dependent stock-recruitment 
relationship appeared suspect due to its magnitude. A few more ye rs' data 
hould permit an assessment of the validity of thL par meter estimate versus 

the alternative h ypothesis that the observed population oscillations result from 
environmental effects. T he current model will be used to project future catches 
in the Colville fishery. These projections will be compared to actual catches 
and this "validation" attempt will serve as the subject for a later pap r. 

A T heory Cancer ing Sro k Origin 
The quest ion raised above as to why pawners are largely non-vulnerable to 

the Colville fishery begs an explanation . O ne in erpretation is that the Arctic 
cisco overwintering in the C !ville River might, for the most part, leave this 
system soon after becoming sexually mature and return to the Mackenzie Riv r 
to spawn. We suggest that there may not be two stocks of Arctic cisco-on 
associated with the Mackenzi an the other with the Colville River-as has 
been previous! postulated ( .g. A lt and Kogl 197 , Craig and Mann 1974), bur 
only the one that is repr ductively associated with the Mackenzie system. Sup-
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port for this interpretation can be drawn from the following r view of Cana-
di n and Alaskan observations. 

pawning migrations and early life htstories of Arctic ct co ar reasonably 
well documented for the Mackenzie River system. Spawners leave near hore 
brackish waters and enter the Mackenzie system during late June through !are 
July, and undertake spawning migrations to some of the larger rributarie (e.g. 
Peel , Arctic Red, Great Bear, Mountain and Liard River ). The spawning runs 
in these tributaries occur at different times corresponding ro the distance up the 
Mackenzie River system the fish must move. Hatfield er a!. (1972) reported sex-
ually mature Arctic cisco in the Arctic Red River (near the Mackenzie Delta) 
from late June to the end of August, and at the Great Bear River (approximate-
ly halfway up the Mackenzie River) from ea rly August to late September. 
O'Nei l et a!. (198 1) rep rred that Arctic cisco spawners ir t appeared at the 
mouth of the Liard River (the farthest upstream Arctic cisco tributary reported) 
by mid-August in 1979, peak numbers occurred in September, and rhe run wa 
completed by mid-October. 

During the spawning run in the Mackenzie River system, Arctic cisco eggs in-
crease in diameter from a range of 0.6 to 1.3 mm, characteristic of presumed 
mature, green females in brackish nearshore-marine ha itats (Griffiths et a!. 
1 ~75, G riffiths et a!. 1977, Craig and Haldorson 198 1) to a range of 1.9 to 2.1 
mm (x =2.03, SD=0.08) for green females and to a range of 2.0 to 2.3 mm 
(x =2.13, SD=O.lO) fo r ripe females caught in the Liard River in October 
(Gary Ash, RL and L Con ult nts, V ncouver, British Columbia, pers. comm. 
198 1). 

After spaw ning in the fall, adult Arctic cisco are thought to undertake a post-
spawning migration back down the Mackenzie Delta (Wynn -Edwards 1952). 
Whi le Mann (1 75) caught no Arctic cisco in the inner delta , a few have been 
caught in rackish waters of the outt:r elr (Percy 1975, Kendel t a!. 1975, 
Galbraith and Hunter 1979). 

Ar tic ci ggs hatch the (I !lowing pring and the young-of-th -year (age 
zero) are carried down the Mackenzie River to the delta during pri ng breakup, 
where they have been found foraging in the shallow lakes of th del ta by early 
June (Hatfield et a!. 1972, McLeod et a!. 1979, O 'Neil et al. 198 1, Taylor et a!. 
1982) . T ay lor et aL (1 982) reported that between 80 and 90 percent of all Arctic 
cisco found in the lakes they sampled were young-of-th e-year and that most 
Arct ic cisco had left the lakes bv mid-September. Some young-of-the-year are 
un oubtedly carried into nearsho re marine habitats duri ng the spri ng freshet 
and perhaps during other times of the year. 

Our ea rl ier beli f rhat rhere are two srock of Arctic cisco was based on a 
m derate amount of evidence from the Mackenzie drai nage (Wynne-Edwards 
1952, Hatfi ld er al. 1972, Stein et a!. 1973) and a ma ll amount of evidence 
from the C olville River area (Ai t and ' ogl L 73, ogl and Schell 1974). Over· 
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wintering Arctic cisco had been reported from both these areas (separated by 
over 400 km) and, although fish in spawning condttion had not been 
documented in Alaskan waters, young-of-the-year fish had been reported in 
the Colville Delta (Kogl and Schell 1974). Since 1974, everal fisheries investiga-
ttons have been conducted but have yielded little upport for the hypothesis of 
a separate spawning population of Arctic cisco associated with the Colville 
River. 

The strongest evidence aga inst the hypothesis of two stocks is the lack of fish 
in spawning condition and the lack of spawned-out fish in the fishery at the 
Colville Delta. Moreover, spawning runs of Arcti cisco have not been 
documented for the Colville River despite summer and fall survey conducted 
in 1977 and 1978 by Bendock (1979) and ours in 1978, 197 and 1980 
(McElderry and Craig 1981, Craig and Griffi ths 1981). O n the ontrary, these 
studies have collectively indicated chat Arctic cisco probably do not enetrate 
th Colville River beyond Umiat (about 175 km upstream); they are abundant 
only as far up rream as the Itkillik River (about 4 km, Fig. 2) and few, if any, f 
these fish are in spawning condition. We consider it significant that lnupiat 
residents of Alaska's North Slope can accurately describe local spawning 
habitats and timing for all anadromous salmoni and coregonid species except 
the Arctic cisco . 

The time-at-large data (years elapsed between marking and recapture) for 
tagged Arctic cisco as compared to similar data for least cisc provides addi-
tional evidence that older (larg r) Arcti · is o m y lee ve the are . Least cisco 
have b en document d to spawn in the Colville River system. Specimens in 
spawning condition have b en collected th roughout the lower reaches of the 
river (Kogl 1972, McElderry and Craig 1981) and according to unpublished 
data (Helmericks) spawned-out individuals are comm n ly taken in the fall 
fishery. Least cisco overwinter in the Col viii Delta area and disperse into the 
nearshor , brackish waters of the region fo r feeding during summer. Through 
1981 , a total of 40 tagge least isco had b n recaptured, having rime-at-large 
ranging from 0 to 5 years with 63, 18, 10, 5, 0, and 3 percent f these fish recap· 
tured each y ar, respectively (Craig and Haldorson 1981; unpublished data 
held by LG L). During this same period , 130 tagged Arcric cisco were recap-
tured , 6 percent of which were taken during the same year they were marked, 
12 percent after one year at large, and 2 percent after two years. T hese data sug-
gest that most large Arcri cisco are scarce or absent from th Colville River 
area within one year of being tagged. We believe that these data support the 
contention that most Arctic cisco leave the Colville Delta region when they ap-
proach sexual maturity, and we belie e that they return to the Mackenzie River 
system for spawning. 

To our knowledge there have been no recoveries in the Mackenzie River 
ystem of Arcti cisco tagged along the central Beaufort Sea coast of 
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Alaska-information which would scrongly support rhe proposed rheory. 4 The 
lack of these supporting data may be due to the absence of any large-scale scien-
ific surveys performed in the lower Mackenzie River system during the period 

corresponding to years when large numbers of Arctic cisco have been tagged 
and released m Alaska. Moreover, we have received several rag return from as 
far east as the Barter Island dome tic fishery (Craig and Haldor on 1981, Gnf-
fiths and Gallaway 1982) bur none from rhe domestic fis hery centered around 
Barrow to the west. Alchough limited, these data support the idea of an 
eastward dispersal of large Arctic ci co. Electrophoretic studies have n t been 
conducte to dare, but are needed. Results from such studies would probably 
clarify the question of stock identity. 

For the above spawning scenario to be rea onable, a dispersal mechanism is 
required to account for the presence of oung Arctic cisco in Alaska. We sug· 
gest that the prevailing east-to-west longshore current along the Beaufort Sea 
coast represents an adequate dispersa l mechan ism. T hese currents generally 
move parallel m the coast at about 3 to 4 percent of rhe peed of the wind and 
in the ·ame direction as the wi nd . Summ r wi nds are typica lly from the 
northeast, and average about 5 m/sec (Mungall 1978). Coastal waters move 
westward under these conditions at about 15 em/sec (13 km/day) . Under these 
co nd itions, a westward drift of small fish (mean lengths of ages zero and one 
fish are 70 and l lO mm respectively) in the nearshore would be expected. If the 
transport were passive, movement from the Mackenzie to the Colvill region 
under average conditions would require about 5 days, but could requ ire as lit· 
tle as seven days during occasional extended periods of strong wind. 

Overwintering by Arctic cisco has been documented in brackis h habitats in 
rh deltaic and estuarine regions of both the Colville and Mackenzie Rivers. If 
the fish are moving between the ·e two systems as proposed , it would seem 
logical that similar habitats associated with some of the other large rivers be-
tween the Mackenzie and Colville (e.g. the Sagavanirktok River) should also be 
used for overwintering by the non-spawning segment of the population. 
Although late winter surveys of overwi ntering habitats in the Sagavanirkt k 
and Kuparuk River Deltas (Bendock 1979, Dew 1982) have not yielded any 
Ar tic cisco, these surveys have been conducted in upstream fres hwat r 
habitats rather rhan the seaward parts of these deltas. 

4 (Ed. Note) A s this paper went ro press , the authors were advised f a rag recovery from an adult 
Arctic cisco in the Mackenzie iver Delta in earl y September 1983. The fi sh had been 
tagged and released on 8 July 1981 west of the Prudhoe Bay Warerflood Causeway. 
It was estimated rom irs length (330 mm) to have been •ge 6-8 in 198 1, hence age 
8- 10by 1983. 
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ig. 7. Concepruol model or rct ic cisco life history cycle m Alasb and Canada. (A): Pre-
·pnwnmg age ftsh. (B): Spawning ~gc fi,h . 

A co nceptual model of the po tulat d life history cycle for Arctic cisco is 
shown by Fig. 7. ln th i model, spawning o curs in the Mackenzie River in fall, 
young-of-the-year use the delta as nursery grounds during their fi r t summ r, 
and they overwinter there but in a different habitat. Some young-of-the-year 
may be carried by the spring fr shet into the nearshore region. A t age one, the 
small fish move into the near hore environment dur ing the ummer feeding 
disp rsa l along the coast . Some unknown proportion dispers s to the west , and 
at some point are entrained by the strong westward-flowing longshore currents 
off the Alaskan coast. Upon the approach of freeze-up, the C olville River and 
perhaps other rivers afford brackish overwintering habitat in the lower del ta 
areas adjacent to the sea. Arctic cisco that have been transported into Alaska 
use the Colville River and perhaps orher suitable river delta habitats on 
Alaska's North Slope (Fig. 7 A) , until attaining sexual maturity, as well as a size 
enabling them to contend with the longshore currents . Thereupon they 
presumably seek their natal stream in the Mackenzie River s stem to spawn 
(Fig. 7B). Such a pattern is consistent with the patterns of seasonal abuodance 
a nd distribution observed in Arctic cisco, and would account for a high pro-
portio n of spawners being non-vu lnerable to the C !ville fishery. 
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ABSTRACT 

The temperature preferences of juvenile A rctic ctsco, Coregonus autumnalis, 
were rested in a horizont I thermal gradient as a function of both acclimation 
temperature and salinity. Cisco referred temperatures ranging from l l.S°C for 
fish a climat d to S°C/5 ppt, to 1S.4°C for fish acclimated to l S°C/ IS ppt. 
Estimated final temperature preferenda were 13.S°C at 30 ppt and !S.6°C at 15 
ppt. Preferred temperatur sat 5 and 30 ppt were lower (P<O.OS) than that at 15 
ppt. Ob ervarions of fish in th a clim ti n ranks uggest that phy iologi ally 
optim I temperatures of juvenile Arctic isc genuinely exceed 1 °C in the 
sali nity range of 5-30 ppt. These results are consistent with the observed sum-
mer distributions of Arctic cisco in the Alaskan Beaufort Sea: fish concentrate 
n ar shore in a narrow band of relatively warm, moderately saline water. 

KEY WORDS: Temperarure preference, Arctic cisco, Coregonus autumnalis, 
Beaufort Sea, sal inity, ·ummer distribution, behavior. 
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l TRODUCTION 

The Arcric cisco, Coreganus auwmnalis, is one of the most abundant 
anadromous fishes in the estuarine water of the central Beaufort Sea. From 
spawning areas in the Mackenzie River system (Hatfield et al. 1972, 0' etl et 
al 1981 , Gallaway eta!. 1983), and possibly orhcr maJOr river systems (e.g. Col-
ville River) of the Norrh Slope region, juveniles migrate into the nearshore 
waters of the Beaufort Sea where they live during he ice-free period from mid-
June to early September (Cratg and Haldorson 1981). Freshv ater runoff and 
solar heating make these shallow coastal habitat omparatively warmer and 
less saline than deeper offshore waters (Truett 1981). Nearshore areas al o serve 
as primary summer feeding grounds for Arctic cisco ecause of current-driven 
horeward and longshore tran port of z oplankron-rich ocean waters (Griffiths 

and Dillinger 1981). 
The abundance of Arcric cisco and other anadromous specie in the warm-

water areas during summer has prompted speculation about the ffect of 
temperature on the migration and dtstriburion of these fishes. W therefore 
conducted a laboratory study of the temperacure preference of juvenile Arctic 
cisco as a function of both acclimation temperarure and salinity. Although 
nu.merou · temperature pr ~ renee da a hav been published (Coutant 1977 , 
none arc available for this species nor any other high-arctic coregonine. 
Temperature preferences were measured in a horizontal-thermal-gradient ap-
paratus described in th is paper. 

MA TERlALS AND METHODS 

Arct ic is o (total lengths: 83-136 mm) were taken by fyke net from the 
Beaufort Sea near Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, during July and August 1981. On the 
day of their capture the fish were flown i commercial airline to the LGL 
Alaska Research Associat , Inc. laboratory in Fairbanks. Water rem erature 
and salinity during transport and during an initi I 48-h hold ing period at the 
laboratory were maintained at levels similar to those recorded in the field at the 
time and place of capture (5-8°C and 10-25 pt). 

Groups of 20-25 fish were held in 450-litre fi lt re aquaria. Holding tanks 
were provided with constant overhead lighting to simulate the 24-hour day 
length (LD24:0) then occurring at latitude 70°N where the fish were collected. 
Dechlorinated tap water and artifical sea salts were used in all phases of the ex-
periment. Conditions of acclimation were organized in a 3 x3 design-salinities 
of 5, 15, and 30 ppt ( ± 2 ppt) versus temperatures of 5, 10, and l5°C (±0.5°C). 
(fhe 5 ppt/15°C acclimation group was not te ted owing to a shortage of fish 
a nd t ime.) Groups were brought to th ir specific climation conditions by in-
crementally adjusting temperature and salinity at the rates of 2 °C per day and 
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5 ppt per day, respectively, and maintained at their final acclimation levels for a 
minimum of lO Jays prior to testing. During the acclimation period they were 
fed ro satiation 2-3 times daily on a ommercial mixcure of freeze-dried 
euphausiid shnmp and brine shrimp. Once testing of a particular group began, 
fish were fed to satiation 20-30 min before the beginning of each temperarurc 
preference tria!. 

Test Apparatus 
Horizontal r.hermal gradients were formed in an elongate, ylindrical 

chamber made from a 5-m length of transparent polyviny l ch loride (PVC) Ex-
celon® pipe with an internal diameter of 102 mm. Lying within this primary 
structure, and extending its entir 1 ngth alo ng the botrom, were three small er 
tubes-a 12.7-mm d iameter PVC pipe flanked by two 15 .9-mm dia meter 
titanium ptpes (Fig. 1). A 50-mm wide slit in the top of the primary rube permit-
ted the investigator free access to apy portion of the cham er. 

Gradients were established by pumping coolant (ethylene glycol) through 
one t itanium pipe while simultaneously pumping hot water through the other 
in the opposite direction (Fig. 1). This countercurrent arrangement for hear ex· 
change was augmented by heterogeneous in ulation ( rhe titanium pipes; the 
upstream third of each was bare, the second third was pirally wrapped with 
6.4~mm thick clear vinyl so that the proportion of bare conductive surface pro-
gressively decreased, and the downstream third was completely enclosed by rhe 
vinyl wrap. This system produced li near to slighrly sigmoidal gradients as great 
as l 8°C (Fig. 2) , through adjustments in the temperatu re and fl ow rate of the li-
qu id within each hear exchanger. Compressed air, bubbled from the central 
PVC line via 0.5-mm holes at 0.2-m intervals, prevented cross-secri nal ther-
mal va riation and provided aeration. A screen of plastic mesh prevented fi sh 
fro m couch ing the heat exchangers and aeration pipe. 

Each of four such gradient tanks (mounted one above a nother) was marked 
off at intervals of 0. 5 m to give ten stations. A copper-constantan therrnoc uple 
submerged at each station was connected ro a Bailey Instruments inc. digital 
thermometer (Model BAT-1 2; d isplay accuracy = 0.1 °C) to mo nitor water 
temperature. Fluore cent light reflected off a whi te background provided low-
level, uniform backligh ting. 

Exp ri men ta l Procedure 
A single 1sh was netted at random from the desired accl imation group and 

pia ed in a pre-formed gradient at the tem perature correspo nding to that of ac-
climation. The sali nity in the gradient was hom geneous and equal to the ac-
climatio salinity ( ± 1 ppt). In order to accommodate initial disorientatio n that 
might have led to the fi h rush ing into areas of stress ul temperature, small 
blocking nets were placed in the gradient at po in ts equivalent to the acclima-
tio n temperature ± 3.0°. T he blocki ng nets were removed afre r 30 min and the 
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I Hot I ..... s II Reservoir 1 t l 
® Air 

f I Cold L__ l s +-- I Reservoir 1 

Plastic Mesh 

Titanium Heat Exchangers 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of one of the thermal gradient systems (above) and a cross-
ecrio nal view of a gradient tank (below). 

fish was given an additional 90 min to habituate to the test apparatus. The 
position of the fish in the gradient rank was then re orded in tenths of divi-
sion between each marked station (e.g. 1.6, 3. 7, etc.) every 2 minutes for 60 con-
secutiv minutes. Gradient temperatures were recorded at the beginning of 
each tr ial and after th lOth, 20th and 30th observations. Temperature 
between adjacent thermocouples and b tween observati ns taken at a single 
thermocouple was assumed to vary linearly. Temperatures observed or inter-
polated (if between thermocouples) for each positional observation were 
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tabulated and the median taken as the preferred temperature for that particul r 
tri al. Absolute frequen y distributions based on temperature (1 ° increments) 
and position (0.5-m increments) were also calculated. Fish from a particular ac-
climation group were tested in a minimum f two different test tanks whose 
gradients were oriented in opposit directio ns, and gradients within specifi 
tanks were varied among trials in ord r to detect ny hias, other than 
temperature, that may have affected patial distribution. A nalysis of variance, 
S tuden 's c rest and Duncan 's multiple-range test (Ostle and Mensing 1975) 
were u ed to evaluate differen es among acclimatio n groups. 
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Table l . Mean prcf~:rrcd tcmpcr.lturc ± 1 standard error (sample size) for 
Arctic cisco <ll·climatcd to various combinations of temperature 
and salinity. 

Ac.:climatiml Temperature (°C) 
A<.climat ion 
Salinity (ppr) 5 10 15 

5 11.5 ± 0. 7 ( 12) 12.8 ± 0.6 (15) no data 

15 13.7 ± 0.5 ( 10) 13.8 ± 0.4 (14) 15.4 ± 0.4 (16 ) 

30 12.8±0.7 (11 ) 12.7 ± 0.6 (12 ) 14.1 ± 0.9 (10) 

RESULTS 

Temperature Preference Trial 
Individual cisco tended to generate monomodal frequency distributions with 

respect to temperature. Strongly platykurtic distributions (i.e. those with a m -
ment coefficienr of kurtosis greater than 1.0 a nd po itionall covering more 
than 80 percent of the gradient) were removed from the data base because the 
median temperature in such ases more likely ref! cted the distribution of gra-
dient temperatures than the fish 's temperature preference. Most of the seven (of 
110) ria ls that were rejected on this basis involve fi h that ppeared h ighly 
stre ed and unable to adapt to the test apparatus. The results from three other 
fish were also discarded because their distributions were sharply truncated at 
either end of the gradient. 

Plots of sample variance against standard fish length indicated that size had a 
negligible ffect on temp rarure-frequency distribution . T he possibility of 
temperature re-acdimation during the course of any experimental tria l was dis-
counted because examination of onsecuti e observations rovided no indica· 
tion of consisten drift in the temperature at whi h fish were observed. Varia· 
tio n in preferred temperature among gradients and test tanks proved to be non· 
signifi anr (P >0.10); therefore, data within acclimation groups were pooled for 
further analysis. 

Mean acute temperature preferenda ranged from a high of 15.4°C for fish ac-
climated to l 5°C/15 ppt t a low of ll.S °C for the 5°C/5-ppt acclimation 
group (T able 1, Fig. 3). Arctic isco acclimated to 15 °C preferred temperatures 
higher (P<O.OS) than those pref< rred by the soc or woe acclimation groups; 
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however, there was no sign ificant (P >0.05) difference in thermal preference 
between fish acclimated to 5 and l0°C. The mean acute temperature preferen· 
dum was significantly (P< O.OS) h igher than the tempera ture of acclimation in 
all groups except those acclimated to l5°C . The final tern erature preferen-
dum, defined as the point at which the temperature preference trendline in· 
tersects the 45° d iago nal {Fry 1947), was graphically estimated to be !S.6°C at 
IS ppt and 13.5°C at 30 ppt (Fig. 3). Preferred temperatures at salinity extremes 
of 5 and 30 ppt were lower (P<O.OS) than that at 15 ppt (Fig. 4). 

Behaviorial Observations 
The behavior of fish in the acclimation tanks suggested that physiologically 

optimal temperatures exceed 10°C. Fish acclimated co l5 °C appeared alert, 
perceptive and were extremely elusive. When slowly pursued about the holding 
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tank the majority of individuals tended to fo rm cohesive, well-organized 
chools. Such ch aracteristics reflect a high degree of both muscular and 

neurological capability consistent with poikilotherms operating under op tim al 
thermal conditions. Frenzied feeding activity and a comparatively high rate o f 
food consumption (fish fed to apparent satiation actively accepted food within 
2 hours) were undoubtedly linked to elevated metabol ic rates induced bv the 
high temperature. There were no fat alities amo ng fish kept in the 15 ° ac· 
cl imarion ho lding tanks. 

By contrast , Arctic ci co a climated to 5° appeared letha rgic and lacked the 
locomotory agility noted in their l 5°C counterparts. Tenuous school , con-
sist ing of loose aggregations of 6-8 individuals, persisted no longer than ~evera l 
s co nds . Feedi ng behavior was casual, and these fish, once satiated, refu sed 
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food for at least the next 6-8 hours. A mortality rate of approximately 0.5 fish 
per day was noted in all of the S°C acclimation groups. 

These qualttativc differences were very apparent when comparisons were 
made between the 5 and 1 soc and between the 5 and woe acclimation 
groups Differences between the I 0 and 15 °C groups were subtle except in 
schooling behav1or, which was more onspicuous in the l 5°C groups. There 
were no mortalities in the woe acclim tion group . Within temperature ac-
climation groups, difference in performance among salinity group were not 
detected. 

DISCUSSION 

The major premise behind temperature preference studies is that fish , being 
mobile poikilotherms living in a heterothermal environment, wt!l seck out 
temperatures that allow them to conduct their jo int physiologic I and 
biochemical processes in the most optimal and effi iem manner. For fish in 
general, there appears to e a strong relationship between preferred 
temperature and the optimum for physiological performance (Brett 197 1) in 
such parameters as maximum potential for gro wth Oobling 1981), maximum 
u tainable swimming speed (Fry and Hart 1949), maximum distance moved as 

a result of electrical stimulation (Fisher and Elson 1950) and, most imporram, 
maximum metaboli scope for act ivity (Brett 1964, Beamish 1970a). T hermal 
optima reflect a combination of an underlying positive effect of temperature on 

iochemical reaction rates and inherent physiological limitations (e.g. incr as· 
ing n t cost of oxygen delivery) which orne into play as temperature ap· 
proa hes the upper lethal limits of t h organism. From this perspective the 
enhanced survival, schoo ling, feed ing and locomorory performance noted in 
Arctic cisco acclimated to W and lS°C support the determinations of thermal 
preferenda (l l.S- 1S.4°C ) in the gradient xperim nts. 

Thermal preferenda of Arctic cisco varied between 11.5 and 1S.4°C, 
depending on the temp rature of ac limatio r nd the salinity at which the fi h 
were ac limated and tested. Given that preferred temp ratures are typic lly 
highest for juveniles of a species (C utant 1977) and under conditions that 
simulate summer photoperiod-seasonality (Sullivan and Fi her 19S3 , Zahn 
1963), our results may represent maximum values of temperature preference for 
Arcti cisco. Seasonality and maturity could induce shifts in bio hemi al 
mechanisms which lower the temperature of optimum physi l gical capability , 
thus lowering thermal preferenda. 

The tendency for Arctic cisco to scle t highest temperatures at intermediate 
salinities is similar to that reported for th thr espine stickleback, Gasterosreu.s 
aculeatus (Garside et al. 1977). In the latter case, intermediate salinities were 
those isosmotic for the species, suggesting that th ermoregulatory behavior may 
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compensate foro marie tress. The potential severity f such stress i indicated 
by the obs~:rvatiom of Rao ( 1968): in term, of oxygen consumption, the cost of 
osmoregulation for rain w trout (Salmo gairdneri) reached 20-27 percent of 
tolal metabolic demand as environmental salinity diverged from the Isosmotic 
condition. At salinity extremes, the selection of a lower temperature would 
reduce standard metabolism and partially ffset the elevated oxygen demand 
created by osmotic loading. Higher oxygen concentrations at lower 
temperatures might also prove beneficial in upporring an elevated metabolism 
rcsulring from higher salinities. Our experimental temperature gradients were 
accompanied by relatively linear dissolved oxygen gradients ranging from ap· 
proximately 9 mg 0 2 per lttre at 20°C tO IS mg 0 2 per li tre at S°C. Fanner and 
Bea ish 1969) likewise found that oxygen consumption rates for Tilapia 
nilotica were lowe t under isosmotic onditions. Yet, thi specie , when a · 
eli mated from IS to 30°C, showed a preferred temperature trend c senrially op-
posite that of Arctic isco and threespine sti kleback: elected temperatures 
were lowest at intermediate salinities (Beamish 1970b). Such contrasting results 
lead one to con ider the importance of habitat and niche diversity when assess· 
ing th specie -sp cific effects of temperature and salinity mteracttons. 

Reg rd less of the variation induce by alinity an acclimatio n temperatures, 
the thermal preferenda of juvenile Arctic cisco exceed temperatures that are 
typically availa le ro them during the summer season. earshore waters of the 
Alaskan Beaufort Sea reach an annua l maximum of 10- 12 °C (Craig and 
Haldorson 1 81), although temperatures as h igh a lS °C have been measured 
(D. Schmidt, LGL Alaska Re earch Asso ' i tcs, Inc., pers . comm.). Average 
temperatures are much lower, ranging between 0 and 8°C. If the 
thermoregulatory response o served in ou r laboratory experiments are consis· 
tent with those occurring in the field then A rct ic ci co should be biased t ward 
the warmest waters locally available during mo t of the open-water sea on . The 
idea of "locally warmest water" is an important ecologi al concept. lf 
thermoregul tory behavior were a tmally viable b iological mechanism, fish 
would still be limited by high t temperature in rhe field which in some cases 
could be co sidered very low i.e. - S°C). Valro en (1970) pre umed a similar 
role of thermal preference in rhe tendency of juvenile Core onus nasus to occupy 
warm, nearshore waters along the coast of the Bay of Both nia, Finland. 

During the summer, arctic coastal waters nor only provide the highest 
temperature locally available, but al·o generate in tens trophic support for 
resident fish species. Thi simultaneous occurrence of levated temperature and 
abundant fo rage no doubt confers an ecological advantage in terms of growth 
potential. J bling (198 1), using an ac umulati n of published data for 49 spe ies 
of fish, concluded that there i · good correlation between preferred temperature 
and the temperature that promotes maximum growth. If this relationship holds 
for Arctic isco, juveniles are eco logically and physiologically positioned to 
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make opnmal use of thetr hmttcd feedmg season. 
Several studies have inferred that thermal prefercnda may b refleLtivc uf 

spawning optima (Banner and Hyatt 1975, mith 1975). This is an interesting 
correlation in light of the migratory patterns f adult cisco. Mature fish 
undergo extensive upstream pawning runs in the Mackenzie River during July 
and August, reaching areas as far as 725 km up·ri\'er (Stein et al. 1973, Griffiths 
et al. 1975). Run - are finished by the middle of October, with spent fish subse· 
quently moving back downstream to overwim er in the vicinity of th estuary 
delta (O'Neil et al. 1981). Measurements taken around the Mackenzi Rtver 
Delta show July and August temperatures rang ng from 11-I8°C, decrea ing to 
7-9°C by the end of September (P. Craig, LGL Ltd. pers. comm.). It is likely 
that uch temperature occur in the more southerly upsrream reaches of the 
river system. If the easonal temperature decline upstream lags behi nd th t of 
the delta Arctic cisco might well encounter their warmest water - during thts 
critical spawning eriod. 

Lack of larval Arctic cisco in up·river areas during the spring breakup sug· 
gests chat fry are transported downstream during the spring flood and rear in 
the !ower reache of the Mackenzie (O'Neil et al. 1981). Stein et al. (1973) 
located nursery grounds at the head of the Mackenzie River Delta. ursery 
utilizatio n, anot her critical period in the life cy les of fish, could again corre · 
pond with seasonally high temperatures . 

Although our experiments impli ate temper, cure as an nvironmental deter· 
minant in the summer distribution of Arcti cis , it is only one of many fac· 
tors that can affect population movemen t. Variables such as abundance of 
forage, depth of nearshore waters, substrate com osition or the dynamics of 
coastal currents may compete irectly with temperature in determin ing specifi 
patterns of dispersion and migration. Laboratory studies have demonstrated 
that behavioral thermoregulation in fishes can be modified by a variety of 
bioti and abiot ic factors (Reyn I s and Casterlin l 79). 

Understanding the potential o such complex interactions and the dynamics 
of the environment is cri tical when analyzi g field data . Although 
thermoregulatory behavior may act as a directive m han ism , site- and time· 
specific field observations may not refle t th is fact. For example, fish in the pro· 
cess of migrating from a colder to a warmer environment could e sample en 
route. Prevailing currents might also lay or prevent fish from reaching their 
thermal objective. In a continuously and rapidly varying environment, fish 
could be in a perpetual transient state. Synoptic surveys which may not 
distingui h the temporal a nd spatial dynamics of the system might thus fail to 
identify the mech nisms contro!ling fish distribution. 

While the exact ecological role of temperature will depend upon tern ral 
and spatial integration o f both species and environmental characteristics, the 
strong thermal depen ency of physi logical mechanisms in tshes merits con· 



stderation. In the case of Arcttc cisco, preference for warm waters along rhe 
Beaufort Sea coast could prove to be a sensible adaptive srraregv m rhat it 
would enable th.: ftsh to realize their physiological potential and thereby max 
tmize the probability of successfully coping with a rigorous environment. 

In a companion and follow-up study to th is one, eill et al. ( 1983) evaluated 
the predictive power of water temperature and or her factors tn assessing Arctic 
ci co respon1>es to changes f water mass characteristics around a man-made 
c astal modification near Prudhoe Bay. 
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ABSTRACT 

A mechanistic model was developed to evaluate the movement partems of 
small Arctic cisco relative to environmental heterogeneity associat d with the 
Waterflood Cau eway, a gravel pier that projects 3.9 km imo the Beaufort Sea 
from the Alaskan coast near Prudhoe Bay. Fish movement and resultant 
changes in density were treated as a donor-controlled dri ft process biased by ex· 
perimentally determine tempera ture preferen es (given temperature and 
sali nity a climation) of the fish. Simulated fi sh density was significantly rank· 
correlated with actual cat h. Goodness-of-fir was improved when observed 
data were filt ered ro remove the effects of presumed high-frequency changes in 
fi h carchabiliry. 

nder the as umption of model v lidity, small Arctic cisco make appropriate 
use o rhe causeways breach as a pa ageway. Causeway-induced variation in 
water qua lity during August 19 I d irected fish movement in a manner that 
should reduce entrainment and impingement potential of planned water-intak 
tructures, although these s me wa ter quality differences resulted in an 

estimated 7 percent reduction in fish density that would have been present in 
rhe area had environmental heterogeneity provided no directional b ias in fish 
movements. 

KEY WORDS: Fish movements, behavioral thermoregulat ion, ecological 
modeling, Arctic cisco, Coregonus aucumnalis, Beaufort Sea. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Enhanced oil recovery from the Prudhoe Bay Reservoir is rhe responsibility 
of a consortium f petroleum companies. These companies cho e a method of 
secondary recovery known as "waterflooding," whereby Beaufort Sea water will 
be injected year-round into wells at the perimeter of the Prudhoe Bay field to 
displace the reservoir's emaining crude oil toward producing wells. The water-
intake t ructures must be located offsh re in water at least 4.3 m deep, to ex-
ceed the combined vertical dimensions of the sea-ice I yer dun ng wtnter (2 m) 
and the structures themselves (2.3 m). To provide access m water of sufficient 
depth and to dad the piping that wUI bring rhe water ashore to the sires of in-
jection, an existing c u cway from the western shore of Prudhoe Bay was ex-

nded to a tot I length of 3.9 km in 1981. T he causeway is a solid-fill gravel 
pier, 30-50 m wide. Through the causeway-at a point of 1,125 m from its 
tip-is a 30-m wide breach to provide a channel for fish passage. 

In response to concerns expressed by resource agencies and the public over 
the influence of the Waterflood Project on local ecological dynamics, a 
Waterflood Monitoring Program was initiated in 1980-81. In parr, this program 
was de igned to measure responses of migrating anadromous fish to the 
causeway and its breach, and to assess the likelihood that pas ing fish will be 
able to avoid being drawn into the water-intake structures when these become 
operational. 

D uring the arctic summer, the causeway deflects longshore curr nts and their 
entrained plumes of relat ively warm, low salinity water discharged from several 
rivers of Alaska's North Slope. As a result, the shallow (<5 m deep) waters in 
the vicinity of rhe causeway frequently develop heterogeneities in temp rature 
and salinity; d ifferen es of 10° and 30 ppt across the au way were recorded 
in july 1981. 

Anadromous fishes of the North Slo e spen their summers moving through 
nearshore waters like those in which the causeway has been built. Fyke net and 
gill net sampling near the causeway during summer 1981 suggested that the 
distributions of ci coes (Coregonus spp .) and other anadromous fishes could be 
influenc d by the causeway and the environmental heterogeneities re ulting 
from i s presence. These fishes appeared in the sampling area in rather discrete 
pulses, however, making interpretation of the arch data difficult. 

oncurrent with the fish sampling near the causeway as part of the 
Waterflood Monitoring Program, a relev nt experimental study was underway 
at the LGL laboratory in Fairbanks under the auspices of the National O cea i 
and Atmosph ric Administration/Outer ontinental Shelf Environmental 
Assessment Program (N AA/OCSEAP). T h is study measured temperature 
preference as a function of temperature and salinity acclimation in one of the 
North Slope's mo t abundant and important anad romous fi. hes, the Arctic 
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cisco (Coregonus aLLtumnalis). Specimen u ed in the experiments were taken 
from fyke nets in the causeway area. Results indicated that young Arctic ci co 

refer temperatures berween ll.S and l5.4°C, depending on temperature 
(5-L5°C) and salinity (5-30 ppt) acclimation (Fechhelm et al. 1983). 

This paper describes our preliminary attempts to integrate field data and ex-
penmental re~ults by mathematically modeling the mov ments of young Arcnc 
cisco near the Prudhoe Bay causeway. The objective of the modeling effort was 
both ro gain insight into rhe auseway's influence on the dynamics of Arctic 
cisco distribution and to develop a practical approach for modeling fish 
movements in two-dimensional space relative co environmental heterogeneity. 

METHODS 

Theory and Structure of the Model 
We sough t a conceptually adequate model that would reasonably represent 

shifts in the distribution of young Arctic cisco near the causeway (as reflected in 
fyke net catch per unit ffort, CPUE) that might result both from den ity· 
d pendent dispersive pro esses and from the responses by fish to varying 
temperature and sal inity distriburionsi. The requ isite model had to be o nsis· 
tent with the preference behavior of young Arctic cisc in experimental 
temperatu re grad ienrs (Fechhelm et al. 198 ) and had to ccommodate both 
the local geography of the causeway area a d appa rent "pulsing" f th fish 
th rough the area. The model further had to be to lerant of a relative lack o f in· 
formation on the area's fine-scale environmenta l structure over long spans of 
tim and space. 

The approach that seemed most appropriate was tO treat fi h movement and 
resultant changes in fish density as a donor· ontrol le drift process biased by 
experimentally determined temperature preference (Fig. 1). Development of a 
more mechanistic mo el that would stochasticall y irnu late fish movement as a 
biased random walk (e.g. Saila and Shappy 1963 , DeAngel is 1978, eill 1979) 
was considered , but rejected because such models are e tremely costly in com-
puter time and demand data of higher resolution on environmental structure 
than were available for the causeway area. Our deterministic model was built 
"from scratch" but is generally consistent with the mathematica l model 
described by Balchen (1979). 

For a two-d imensional space partitioned into n sectors, the time-rate of 

~In the absence of information to the contrary, we assumed from the outset that Arctic cisc , con· 
fronted with simultaneous gradients of temperature and salinity, orient co the temperature com· 
ponent only , but do so in a way chat depends on salinity as well as temperature. ln the coasta l 
Beaufort during summer, temperature and salinity tend to be inversely related. 
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Fig. ! . Conceptual model of fish movement between adjacent poin ts and rhe relationships with 
environmental ( rackecs) nnd species (ovals) variables. 

change in fish density in the ich sector attributable to movement of fish from 
the ith sector to a contiguous jth sector (dCi+/dt) was taken as 

where 

Jc.-4. 
__ 1_) =-

dt 

Pi and Pj are the relative preference values of emperatures at the 
centers of the ith and jch sectors; 

xij is the distance between centers of the ith and jth sectors; 
measured through the mid-point of the common boundary; 

s is the dispersal rate coefficient, based on the swimming speeds 
of young A rctic cisco estimated in the laboratory temperature 
gradient experiments, toge her with assumed directedness (see 
below) of the swimming path; and, 

ci is the density of fish in the ith sector. 

( 1) 
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Similarly, rhe rate of change in fish density in rhe ich. t;ector attributable ro 
movement from lhe jth to the ith sector (dC1· ;/dt) was 

+-; 

dC. . 
I <-j 

cit 

P; s 
=---·-- . c .. 

./ x .. 
If 

(2) 

T he rate of net transfer of fish density between rhe two sectors (dCi/dt) was 
then 

de. . .~ [p.c.-p.c. ] 
--~-·_} :: - - • I J j I . 

dt x .. p -+ p. 
I} I 1 

(3) 

T he bracketed quantity in (3) is the instantaneous potential for net transfer of 
fish density between rhe ith and jth sectors. Addition of PiCi to, and it subtrac-
tion from, the numerator of the quantity give 

p .C.+ p.C. - p.C. - p.C. 
I I I 1 I I J I 

P;+Pj 

which, upon rearrangement, yields 

P· · (c. + c .) 
1 I ) 

P; +Pj 
- C. . 

I 

T he two terms of the above expression are, first, the . teady-sta e den ity of fish 
in the ith sector (considering only transfer between the ich and jch sectors) and, 
second, the existing density of fish in the ich sector. Substitution of the expres-
sion for the bracketed quantity in (3) yields 

dCi · j 

dt 

s 

x .. 
I) 

[

P· · (C.+ C.) ] 
• I I J -C. . 

I 
P; + Pj 

(4) 
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Considering only transfer between ich and jth sectors, Ci+C1 must be a con-
rant and dCi-j must be dCi Thus, equation (4) may be rewritten 

dC; s 
-=--· 
dt x .. 

IJ 
(C. (t~ 00)- C.) , 

I I 
(5) 

which, upon integration, gives the negative exponential equation 

c.(t) ==c. (oo)- (C.(oo)- C;(O) ) • exp ( - -
5
- • t ) (6) 

I I I ' X .. 
I} 

=C. (O) +(C.(oo)-C. (0) )·(1-exp (-~ • t) ) (7 ) 
l I I X .. 

IJ 

Taking advantage of the recursive property of the negative exponenrial rela-
tion, e m y rewrite equation (7) 

s 
c .(t) =C.(t -LH)+ (C.(00)-C.(t-LH)) ·(1-exp (- -X · l:.t)) , (8) 

I I I I .. 
IJ 

o r 

[p
. · (C.+C) ] I I S C.( t )==C.(t- L'lt ) + J -C.(t- l >t) · ( l -exp(--·LH)) . (9) 

I I p .+p . I X .. 
I 1 1) 

Equation (9) states that fish density in the ith sector at time t is the density at 
time t-~t, plus the net transfer between the ith and jth sectors (a positive quan-
tity if th e transfer is fro m j to i, neg rive if fro m i to j ) during the rime interval 
~t . 

Computer implementatio n of the model rna e direct use of equation (9), ex-
cept that computation for a secto r exchanging fi h density with mo re than one 
other se tor required summation of nee transfers between it elf and each of the 
other sectors: 

~tP· · (C.+C.) ] J 
c.(t) =C.(t-L'lt)+L I ! 1 -C.(t-LH) • (1- exp (- - s- . L'lt)) .(10) 

I I ,. p .+p. I X .. 
I 1 l) 
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Evaluoti n of net transfer rate~ wa5 facilitated in that 

( 1 1) 

(where .t:.Ci·j is one of the demcms in the summa non indicated in equation 10) 
and also m chat .t:.Ci·j could b set equal to zero, without the nece ity of 
cal ularion , for all pairs of sectors no sharing a boundary of fin ite length and 
for the trivial pairs in which z = J. 

Driving variables estimated from the laboratory experiments were Pi, Pj. 
and s. Fish moving between the ith and jth sectors wer represented as being 
fully acclimated to temperature and sallnity levels equivalent to the 
average (fij, S ij ) of those at the centers of the two sectors (fi , Tj; S1, S/ The 
values of Pi and Pj then were set equal to the frequency-densities of fish at 
Ti and Tj, respectively, measured in temperature preference experiments 
(Fechhelm et al. 1983) involving subjects acclimated to the temperature (5 , 
10 or l5°C) and salincy (5 , 15, or 30 ppt) combination algebraically 
nearest Tij and sij- Because the temperature preference curves were bell-
shaped, the value of Pi exceeded Pj for any Ti that was nearer the preferred 
temp rature than was Tr 

Computation of the dispersal rate coefficient s first required the 
calculation of voluntary swimming speed in fish body lengths per second 
(BLS). For young Ar ti cisco acclimated an rested in the laboratOry 
(Fechhelm et al. 1983), we observed that BLS was related to temperature 
(f) by the function 

BLS-= 0 .06 • exp (0 .145 • T) . (12) 

For simulation, BLS was computed by replacing T in the above equation 
with i ij- Mult iplication y standard length of fish (SL, set to 10 em in all sim-
ulations) and by appropriate constants converted BLS to speed V in km · h -z : 

V = (BLS · length · sec-1 ) • (SL • em · length'1 ) • (360 • sec · h' 

· (1 · km · (1 00,000 cmr ' ) = 0.036 · BL · SL • km · h-1 
• (l3) 

T he dispersal rate should depend on the swimming sp d of fish and on the 
directedn ss of their movement. T hus, we included a se ond omponent in the 
dispersal coefficient. We reasoned that dir ctedness of fish movement should be 
a function of the environmental preference gradient (g) , which we defined as 
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g ( 14) 

In the absence of empirical information, we arbitrarily defined the relation 
between path directedness (e) an magnitude of the preference gradient (g) as 
follows: 

e = 1.0 if~ ;;. 0.1 km"1 ( 15) 

e == 0.2 if g < 0.1 km"1 ( 16) 

The di persal rate coefficient s, then, was defined as 

s==e·V. ( 17) 

Thus, fi h density was assumed to sh1ft between sectors at a rare equivalent to 
observed swimming speed if the preference gradiem were sufficiently steep; 
otherwise, the shift in fish density occurr at a rate o n ly one-fifth as great. In 
the larrer case, dir cted dispersal was reduced to near-diffusion along the fis h 
density gradient. 

Implementation of the Model 
T he simulation model, in general form, was written in BASIC and developed 

on a 48K Apple II Plu ® microcomputer. T he model then was adapted for ap-
plication in the causeway situation , translated into the Hewlett Packard (HP) 
version o f BASIC, and executed on a HP 9845 microcomputer. 

Implementation of the model mainly involved appropriate sectoring of the 
causeway area and deciding the m0re difficult issue of how peripheral sectors 
should be rreated. Waters near the cau eway· were partitioned into 17 sectors 
(Fig. 2). Sectors were made to conform with stations at which either LGL or 
Woodward-Clyde, Inc. teams sampled water quality and fish density during 
summer 1981 as part of the Watert1ood Monitoring Program. Of particular im-
portance were se tors 1, 2, 17, and 14; in these sectors were located LGL fyke 
net sta ions 6, 5, 4, and J, respectively, wh ich were the sole source of data on 
the actual densities of young Arctic cisco (G riffiths and Gallaway 1982). 

C atch per day (24 h) at fyke net stations and 6 (sectors 14 and 1) during the 
period from JO July to 28 August 1981 was the input used to drive the model. 
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Fig. 2. Map of the causeway area, showing the bo undaries and cente rs of the 17 sec tors used in 
simulation. Loca tion of the breach, intended as a fish passage st ructu re, is indicared as a 
break in the causeway. 

At noon on each simulated day , densities of fish in sectors 1 and 14 were up-
dated to the values of atch per net per ay recorded at stations 6 and 3 on the 
succeeding day. Because nets genera lly were fished for 24 h at a t ime, we 
assumed tha t catch reflected the density of fish in the sector averaged over a 
day. Density in ecto r 1 was propagated to east side peripheral secto rs 3, 5, 8, 
and 6. For the succeeding day of simulation, fi sh density in sectors 1, 3, 5, 8, 6, 
and 14 was held co tant. Thus , the model was made to treat these sectors as 
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mfinite fish sources and sinks. Whereas fish could transit the boundarie be· 
tween pcnpheral and adjacent secror , fish den 1ttes in the penpheral sectors 
were unaffected .. et exchange of flsh density was permitted neither across the 
northern boundaries of sectors 6 and ll, nor aero s the northwestern bound-
aries of sectors 12 and 13. This constraint was equivalent to a ·uming that 
young Arctic ci'<co either do not venture north anJ northwest of the heavy line 
bounding these secrors (Fig. 2) or if they do, fish densities and environmental 
conditions on either side of the boundary are equivalent. Neither of these 
assumprions is particular! y attractive, but the lack of data from the area beyond 
this b undary permitted n more realistic alternative. T ransit across the 
causeway was not permitted, of course, except via the 30-m wide breach that 
xists between ectors 10 and 13. A ll 22 other possible transits between the 17 

sectors were permitted, giving a rot l of 23 . 
Environmental data limited our resolution in defining he simulation milieu. 

A description o the surface temperature and salinity regime over the imula-
tion area was provided by Woodward-Clyde, Inc. surveys (Mangarella et al. 
1982) for only 12 dates during 1981: JO July and 3, 5, 7, 10, 12, 14, 19, 22, 23, 26, 
and 28 August. Even for these dates, we had to interpolate among and ex-
trapolate from the existing data to provide estimates for some sectors, par-
ticularly 3, 5, 8, and . T he simulation program linearly interpolated urface 
tem perature and salinity between consecutive sampl ing dates to generate an 
hourly series of values for each of the 17 sectors. 

Execution of the imulation program provided hourl y prediction of fish de n-
sity (in units of catch per fyke net per 24 h) for each sector from 1300 h on 30 
July through 1200 h on 28 August. Apparently , few young Arctic cisco were in 
the causeway area at the beginning of the simulat ion period , because only three 
individuals were taken in the fyke net at sta tion 3 (sector 14) and none at sta· 
tion 6 (sector 1) during the 24-h perio end ing on 31 Ju ly. Therefo re, in itial 
density values were set at 3.0 in all the western sectors (12-1 7) and 0.0 in all the 
eastern sectors ( 1-1 0); starting density in sector I 1 (at the end of the causeway) 
was et at 2.0. 

The program computed averages of predicted fi sh density at noon on each 
day for the prec ding 24-h period . Also , the net density change acr ss each sec-
tor boundar was tall ied for each 24-h period. 

T o separate the modeled effects of environmentally directed movements from 
those of simple diffusion from areas of high to low fish density , we ran the 
simulation both with and without inco rporating the supposed directi nal bias 
asso ·iated with heterogeneity of temperature and salin ity. Th envi.ronm oral-
ly di rected version of the model was reduced to the enviro nmen tally undirected 
version by setting Pi = Pj fo r transit between all pairs of sectors; i.e., movement 
betwe n sectors was a simple fun cion of density differences. Because of its 
dependence upon ambient temperature, however, swimming speed still varied 
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berween sectors and from hour to hour as in the environmentally directed ver-
Sion. Owing to the lack of directional bias, path direcredness e was held con 
stant at its m1nimum value, 0.2. Consequently the dispersal rate coefficient s, 
being the product of swimming speed and e (equation 17), had a value under 
the undirected scenario that tended to be less than that under the directed 
scenario. 

Because we believed that the constraint on · may have disproportionately 
weakened the environmentally undirected model's performance, we ran a third 
versio n with the values of Pi and Pj reversed. This reverse-directed version re-
quired fish to move down their preference gradient, or opposite the expected 
direction based upon quantitative laboratory investigations. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

T he environmentally directed version of the model produced reasonable 
simulations of fyke net catch (CPUE) in each of the two reference sectors. 
Predi ted catch rates in sectors 2 an 17, when ranked among dates , generally 
mimicked the rankings of observed catch rates in those sectors (Fig. 3) . Both 
rest variants of the model performed well also in sector 17, but neither did near-
ly as well as the enviro nmentall y d irected scenario in sector 2 (Fig. 3). Relative 
performances o f the three mode l versions in each reference sector are made 
more evident quantitatively by comparing the magnitudes of Kendall's rank-
correlation coefficient ta u (Siegel 1956) and irs associated probabili ty (P) under 
the null hypothesis of no correlat ion between predicted and observed series of 
ranks (Table 1). 

Why did the environmentally directed model perform so much better in sec-
tor 17 than in sector 2? And how were the other two versions of the model able 
to do so well in sector 17? The answers to these questions are interrelated and 
set the stage for later discussion of our a tempts at further refinements in 
modeling strategy. 

First , the directed model's lack of fit in sector 2 came primarily from failure w 
mimic behavior of the system during a single brief period (14-17 August) when 
observed catches in sector 2 declined precip itously to near zero. We po tulare 
that the decli n in CPUE values actually represented a reductio n in fish 
catchability rather than in fi h density. O ur idea is that catchability (bur nor 
necessarily density) was reduced by an abru pt movement of cold, saline water 
into the causeway area . Temperatures drop ed fro m values near 7°C on 10 
August to a mean of l. 5°C in sectors west of the causeway o n 12 A ugust; by 14 
A ugust , the cold water had spread thro ughout the causeway area. Whether or 
not observed catches in sector 2 duri ng 14-1 7 August were representative of c-
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Fig. 3. Ranks of fis h de nsi ty ( PUE) observed versus that predicted under three models in sec-
tors 2 and 17 on each date uri ng the period 31 July to 2 August , 198 1, for wh ich 
observed values were available. 

tual fish dens ity, elimination of this subset from the data series greatly im-
proved correlation between obs rved and predicted values of ranked CPUE 
under the environmentall y directed model (Fig. 4), not only in sector 2 ( au in-
creased fro m 0.21 to 0.45; P decreased from 0.08 to 0.003) but also in sector 17 
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Table t. Coefficients oi rank correlation, and their a.s.<ociated probabilities, between fi•h den· 
sity (CPUE) ob,erved versus that predicted under three models in sectors 2 and 17. 

Sector 2 Sector l 7 

Modd Scenario Kendall', tau p Kendall's tau [> 

l1 ircctcd 0.2 1 0.08 0.44 0.001 
nd ircctcd - 0.05 0.35 0.33 0.01 

Reverse- direc ted 0. 11 0.23 0.46 <0.001 

(tau increased from 0.46 ro 0.54; P decreased from 0.001 ro<0.00003). 
A second facet of rhe answer seems to be t hat CPUE fl uctuations in sector 

17 , compared wi th those in sector 2, were driven more by fish density d ifferen-
tials than by gradients of environmental preference, especia lly during the early 
part of the imulation penod. The average absolute difference between 
temperatures in the drive and reference sectors during the first 6 day was 
0.51 °C for sectors 2 versus I, but only 0.25° for sector 17 versus 14 . Conse-
quently, hypothetica l fish that behaved according ro the environmentally 
directed model had less d irective inform ation on the west (secto r: 17) side of the 
causeway than on the east (sector 2) side. For the same reason, even the 2 
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Fig. 4. Ranks of fish density (CPUE observed versus that predicted under the environmentally 
directed mod I in ectors 2 nnd 17 after rhe remo ai of ·arch data fo r 14-- 17 ;'\ugu t , l9 I. 
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degraded variants of the model were able to perform c.redirab!y in sector 17, but 
not m sector 2. 

Finally, the better performance of all3 versions of the model in sector 17 than 
m sector 2 may have resulted partly from more realistic boundary definitton on 
the west side of the cau eway. Every east side secror was contiguous with a drive 
ector in which supposed fish density was constant over each day at the level 

measured only in sector 1. In contrast, simulated fish moved into and out of 
west side sectors through only one drive sector, sector 14. As a test of the in-
fluence of our conservative boundary ondit!ons, we restricted the drive ectors 
for the east side of the causeway to . ector I alone, removing any fish-den iry 
flows to and from the offshore sectors 3, 5, 8, and 6. Results for the directed 
m del under thi scenario were identical to the original outputs in sector I 7 
(Kendall's tau = 0.44; P = 0.001), but carrel tion improved for sector 2 (Ken· 
dall's tau and P were 0.254 and 0.042, respectively, as compared to the original 
value of 0.21 and 0.08). The e results support the notion that y ung Arctic 
cisco have an affinity for waters very near the shoreline (Griffiths and Gallaway 
1982). 

TI1e better overall performance of the environmentally directed ver ion of 
the model can only be attributed to irs provision for appropriate responses by 
the fish to heterogeneitie in temperatur and salinity . Thes responses were 
not permitt under the environmentally undirected variant and were inten· 
tionally subverted under the environmentally reverse-directed variant. The 
modeling exercise suggests that fluctuating d nsities of young Arctic cisco near 
the causeway reflect significant regulatory responses to temperature· alinity 
structure, despite the large influence of immigr tion and emigration, and that 
comparison of model predictions under rhe directed and undirected versions 
provides a method for rational eparation of the two sources of variat ion. 

Encouraged by the environmentally directed model's performance in the two 
sectors from which independent data were available for comparison, we ex-
amined predictions for the entire causeway area (excluding the drive sectors 1, 
3, 5, 6, 8, and 14). To minimize the problem of dependence among sample 
observations, the analysis was restricted to only those 10 dates on which en-
vironmental surveys were conducted 3, 5, 7, 10, 12, 14, 19, 23, 26, and 28 
August). Predicted densities (24 h average) under the directed and undirected 
scenarios were compared, ratios, for ach of the 11 ectors contiguous with 
the causeway on each of the 10 dates (Table 2). T he grand geometric; mean ratio 
of directed density to undirected density over all 11 sectors on all 10 dates was 
0.93. This result implies that temperature-salinity heterogeneity associated with 
the causeway during A ugust 1981 caused you ng Arctic cisco to be about 7 per· 
cent less abundant in the area than they would have been had temperature and 
sa linity provided no directional bias. Over all sectors , temperature· alinity 
heterogeneity re ult d in elevated abundance of young Arctic cisco be£ re 12 



Table 2. The ra t io of sim ul ated fish density un de r the environmentally directed scenario to tha t under rhe environmentally 
undirected scenario, by date and sector. X is the geom etric mean for each date or sector; X is rhe grand geometric g g 
mean over all da tes and sectors. 

Sector 

Date 2 4 7 10 9 11 12 13 15 16 17 x 
3 Augl981 2. 68 1.64 0.96 l.J3 1.36 0.83 0.71 1.45 1.24 1.05 1.10 1.21 

5 1.36 1.32 0.99 1.2 1 1.01 1.07 1.84 2.09 1 .96 2.22 1.05 1.40 

7 0.66 1.07 0.97 1.26 1.1 0 1.24 1.50 1.38 1.43 1.49 1.47 1.20 

10 0.85 0.80 1.02 1.21 1.40 1.14 1.22 1.20 0.82 1.01 1.40 1.08 

12 0.95 1.02 1.07 1.57 1.48 0.64 1.09 0.63 0.83 1.07 1.40 1.03 

14 1.47 0.92 0.74 1.07 1.4 5 0.93 0.46 0.42 0.38 0.83 0 90 0 .79 

19 0.61 0.47 0.43 0.58 0.95 1.29 0.49 0.37 0.23 0.40 0.26 0.49 ~ 
23 0.82 0.71 0 .82 0.90 0.93 0.93 0.73 0.92 0.75 0.40 0.40 0.73 0 

0 
m 

26 0.67 1.19 0.92 0.94 0.93 0.90 0.81 0.93 0.90 0.69 0.77 0.87 
r z c 

28 0.57 1.01 1.20 1.00 0.87 0.93 0.85 1.10 1.02 0.91 0.62 0.90 3:: 
xg xg : o.93 

0 
0. 94 0.96 0.88 1.06 1.12 0.97 0.89 0.93 0.82 0.89 0.83 < tn 

?::: rn 
~ u; 

Vl 
v..o 
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August and markedly reduced abundance thereafter. Over all dates, 
temperature·saliniry heterogenciry caused relative concentration of young Arc-
tic cisco only m secrors 9 and 10, and reduced abundance in all other sectors, 
especially those on the west side of the causeway. 

The above summary of results is made more emphatic and environmentally 
interpretable by plots of the geometric mean of predicted catch ratio and 
average temperature against time (Fig. 5). Under the model, the decline in 
temperature between 10 and 14 August occurred in such a way as to d irect 
young Arctic cisco out of the entire area, particularly out of rh ectors on th 
west side. Fish operating under rh environmentally undirected versi n f the 
model were essentially trapped by low dispersal rates associated with the reduc-
tion in temperature. 

The temporal sequenc of differences between rat ios of predicted catch on 
ea t and west sides of the c useway suggested that sub tantial shifts of fish den-
sity should have o curred around the causeway's end and through its breach. 
Therefore, daily net transit rates between sectors and 11 and etween sectors 
10 and 13 were examined (for the environmentally directed version of the 
model) as measures of movement around t e causeway's end. and through the 
breach, respectively (Fig. 6). With the general exception of 4-7, 17-19, and 
22-23 August, the net transit of fish around the tip of the causeway was in the 
same direction, although not necessarily of the same magnitude, as that 
through rhe causeway brea h. During the 4-7, 17-19 and 22-23 August 
periods , the mbined flows of fish tend d to form a gyre, giving either an 
eastward densiry shift around the end of the causeway corresponding with a 
westward shift through the breach or vice versa. Such situations existe 
because of the pecific heterogeneous thermal structure and fish density of the 
waters surrounding the causeway during those brief periods. 

O verall , net movement was predominantly eastward during 31 July to 13 
August , on 18 Augu t and during 23-24 Augu t (Fig. 7). O ver the entire 
simulation period on a per-day basis, 104.5 net units of fi h d nsity moved 
eastward and 85.4 net units moved westward , yielding a total net eastward shift 
for the 29-day period of only 19.1 unit of fish den ity, which is about half that 
typically present in the involved sectors ( 10, 11, and 13). The trend in net 
movement can be partly attributed to the thermal structure of the causeway 
area. During the 31 July to 13 August period, when net transit was eastward, 
the average temperature (the average of sectors 1 through 9, during 3, , 7, 10, 
and 12 August) on the east side of the causeway was 8. 1 °C as compar d with 
6.4 o (a erage of sectors 11 through 17 during the same dates) on the west side. 
After 13 A ugust, average temperatur s on east and west sides of the causeway 
were nea rly identicai-4.73°C on the west side versus 4.68°C on the east side. 
T he predominantly westward movement that occurred after 13 August was 
srr ngly weighted by net density shifts during 14- 15 August. Net transit during 
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Fig. 5. A) Geometric mean ratio of catch pred icted under the directed model to that redicted 
under the undirected model by date for east (sectors 2, 4, 7, 9, 10) and west (sector:; 12, 13, 
15, !6, 17) sides of the causeway. B) Average daily temperature for east and west sides of 
the causeway. 

these two days , when thermal structure was highly aberrant, accounted for 70 
percent of the total westward shift that occurred during 14-28 A ugust. Ex-
cluding 14-15 A ugust, the net movement of fish westwa rd under mo re 
homogeneous thermal conditions was only 20 percent of that eastward which 
occurred dur ing the period of greater thermal heterogeneity, 31 July to 13 
August. 
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These results uggesr that the area s temperature and salin ity structure could 

encourage migrattons of young Arctic cisco from one side of th cau.eway to 
the other, and likely in a pul ed fa hion. Griffith and Gallaway (1982) noted 
that abundance of small Arctic cisco often differed greatly between ides of the 
causeway, especially when temperature-salinity differences were pronounced. 

Refinements of the Model 

As our thinking about the modeling problem matured, it became apparent 
that our mechanist ic model was not equipped to account for many of the high 
frequency hift in Hsh arch rate that were ob erved in sectors 2 and 17. Small 
Arctic cisco simply could not have wum rapidly enough o er the distances in-
volve to adjust their densities at the required rates. Either they were moved by 
currents, or the high frequency fluctuations in catch rate reflecte high fre-
quency hanges in catchabil ity superimpo ed on ore gradual chang s in rh 
density of fish available ~ r capture. Strong currents existed in the cau eway 
area dunng the simulation period (Mangarel!a et al. 1982) , but the data on cur-
rents in the vicinity of the causeway were insufficient ro incorporate imo the 
model the effects of passiv drift f fish with currents. We therefore turned to 
the other possibility: high frequency changes in atch resulted from variation in 
fi h catch a ili y, not from changes in density. If the hypothesis were true, each 
predicted c rch series should be more highly correlated with an appropriately 
filtered version of the observed s ries chan with the observed series itself. To 
test chi hypothesis, we exponentially fi ltered the observed series for ector 2 
and 17, trying race coefficients ranging from 0.1 to 10 days-1• Each filtered series 
was computed by recursive application of the equation 

where c; 
ci 
c~ 1 ! -

k 
ll..t 

c .-(c. - : 1) ·exp ( - k ·6 t ) 
I I 1-

= filtered catch on ith day, 
= actual catch on ith day, 
= filtered catch on (i -l)th day, 
= the rate coefficient, and 
= 1 day = the time interval between data values. 

( 18) 

We assumed that observed catch was at steady-state on the first day; i.e., 

c· 1 (19) 
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For both sectors 2 and 17, the optimum filter had a rate coefficient near 0.4 
days- 1; that is, filtering the observed series with the rate coefficient set equal to 
0.4 days- 1 produced maximum correlation between predicted and observed 
cat hes in each sector (Fig. 8). Improvement of correlation over that for the un-
filtered series was modest f()r se tor 2 (tau increased from 0.2 1 to 0.30; P 
decreased from 0.08 to 0.02), but was dramatic for sector 17 (tau increased fro m 
0.44 to 0.85; P decreased from 0.001 to 0.00001; Fig. 8). We infer from the er-
cise that a substantial part of the variation in aily catch rate of the fyk nets, 
particulariy that in sector 17, was associated with factors oth r than fluctua-
tions in fish density. We suspect that environmentally related changes in 

atchabiliry were principally responsible. T he t ime constant of the optimum 
filter , about 2.5 days ( = 1/ k), is co nsistent with the typical periods of barometric 
pressure, win direction , and current direction in the causeway area 
(Mangarella et al. 1982). 
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Still not atisfied with the fit in sector 2, we tried a filter with two rate oeffi-
cients, one for the early part and the other for the remainder of the simulation 
period. The best filter (found by rnal and error) had a rate coefficient of 2 days-1 

until 11 August and 0.05 days·! thereafter (Fig. 9); tau and P were 0.52 and 
0.0002, re pectively. This result suggests that in sector 2 the fluctuations in 
catch pnor to ll August (when causeway area temperature began tts abrupt 
decline) were consistent with actual changes in fish density, whereas subse-
quent catch fluctuations reflected a large component of density-independent 
noise. 

As e smem Implication 

The present appli arion of th mo el suggests that "pulsing" of Arctic cisco 
numbers in coastal wat rs of the Beaufort Sea reflects distributio nal responses 
by the fish to shifting winds and currents that alter nearshore patterns of 
temperature and salinity. Effects are most dramatic near peninsulas like the 
Waterflood Causeway. T he fish are temporarily delaye in their longshore 
migrations and oncemrated on t he warmer, less saline ide of uch a peninsula 
unril a reversal in prevailing winds alters the temperature-salinity regime, 
whereupon the migration resumes as a pu lse. 

The breach in the Waterfloo Causeway should lessen the rate at which 
migrating Arctic cisco (and other anadromous fi hes) will be entrained or 
impinged at the water-inc ke structures. When winds and c rrenrs are east-to-
w st- the prevailing situati n during summ r-the warm-water plume from the 
Sagavanirktok Riv r sweeps ar und the auseway , providing a broad corridor 
for migration. Under these conditions, however, cold Beaufort Sea water is 
upwelled on the causeway's west side thereby reducing use by A rctic cisco. Fish 
present on the west side will leave the area nd may be dire ted by the 
temperature gradient through the breach rather than move alo ng the causeway 
to its end where the water-intake structures will be located. (It is possible, 
however , that certain conditions lead to formation of a migration "gyre," 
whereby fish move in one direction through the breach and in the o pposite 
direction around th causeway's end; this could result in multiple exposure of 
some fish to the risk of entrainment or impingement.) 

We must caution that our model, as presently conceived, is to talily in ensitive 
to possible social interactions among fish and to any width-of-path effect. 
Thus, such questions as adequacy of the breach's width (30m) could not be ad-
dressed. The implications of the previous paragraph therefore must be taken as 
merely suggestive. 

We are enthusiastic about our model's potential as a cost-effective tool for in-
terpreting the dynamics of fish distribution. Because the model is mechanistic, 
it is generic; i.e., it should be equally applicable at other times and places. 
Moreover, the model's structure and parameters can be adjusted to accom-
modate a broad spectrum of related applications. 
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NOTICE TO AUTHORS 

Biological Papers of the Univemcy of Alaska are pre ently published occasional-
. Irrespective of their institutional affiliations, authors are encouraged to con-

sider Biological Papers as a forum for publication of original works many phase 
of circumpolar arctic or subarctic life sciences. Longer works rhat are 
monographic, interdisciplinary, synthetic, descriptive, or review treatm ms of 
topic areas are particularly welcome. Collections of shorter papers dealing with 
a single topic from several perspectives may also be appropriate to constitute a 
single issue of Biological Papers. 

Formats and styles for a given issue will vary with the subject matter or 
discipline within biology. Th refore, interested author and contributors 
should communicate with the editor before preparing manu cripts. The use of 
outlines for potential submissions is helpful in permitting the editor and 
authors to agree on detaile guidelines for a pecific manuscript in advance. 
Such communication will lso generally reduce rhe delay between manuscript 
submission and actual publication . 

All manu cripts are refereed by at least two external reviewer repre enring 
appropriate fields of expertise. 

Forthcoming in BIOLOGIC AL PAPERS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF 
A LASKA: 

Proceedings of the First International Muskox Symposium. Biological Papers of the 
University of Alaska, Special Report No.4. D. R. Klein, R. G. White, and S. Keller, 
editors. 

This volume will include 39 full technical papers and 23 expanded abstracts 
of presentations at the Symposium held 22-25 May 1983 in Fairba nks, Alaska. 
Attendees representing seven countries contributed papers on the physiology, 
systematics, ecology, population dynamics, behavior, husbandry, pathology, 
and management of muskoxen. Publication is expected in the first half of 1984. 
The price of this volume will be between $20.00 and $30.00 U.S. Substantial 
early expression of interest will stimulate a larger press run, and lower the cost 
of each copy. 

Address orders and inquiries to: T he Editor, Biological Papers of the University 
of Alaska, Irving Building, niversity of A laska, Fairbanks, AK. 99701. 
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tributing authors: E. Hall, Jr., R. Gal, S. Gerlach, P. Bowers, M. Kuru, R. 
Reanier and D. Slaughter. A. Shinkwin (ed.) Anthropological Papers, Vol. 20 
nos. 1 and 2. 1983, 191 pp. $16.00 postage paid . 

Addre s orders and inquiries to: The Editor, Department f Anthropology, 
U niv rsiry of Alaska, Fairbanks, A laska 99701. 

New Titles from the University of Alaska Press: 
Documenting Alaskan History - Guide co Federal Archives Relating to Alaska by 
GeorgeS . Ulibarri. A comprehensive description of the major record groups t 
Alaska related holdings in rhe National Archives. A valuable research resource 
to all scholars interested in Alaska history, 1982, 300 pages, $25.00 now 
available (add $2.50 for postage and handling). 
Arctic Energy Resources edited by Louis Rey. Proceedings of a conference held in 
Norway in 1982, this volume contains extensive information on the o cur· 
renee, exploration and exploitation of energy reso urces and on the en-
vironmental and ocial impa ts of energy resource extraction in Lhe circum· 
polar Arctic, 1983, 366 pages, $65.00 (now available, plus $2.50 for postage and 
handling). 
Energy/ Alaska by Neil Davis. A complete description and the current status of 
Alaska's abundant energy resources from solar and wind power to coal, 
petroleum and nuclear energy resources. Over 400 pages, price $19.95, available 
early in 1984 (add $2.50 for postage and handling). 

Address orders and inquiries to: University of Alaska Press, Room 2, Bunnell 
Building, University of Alaska, Fairbanks, Alaska 99701. 

Selected Titles from the Institute of Marine Science: 
Port Valdez, Alaska, Environmental Studies 1976-79. Edited by ]. M. Colonell . In-
stitute of Marine Science Occasional Publication No. 5, 373 pp; 200 figures and 
illustrations. Price $45.00. 

Presented in this volume are the results of a three-year program assessing the 
effec ts of discharges of treated ballast water upon the water qual ity and biota f 
Port Valdez. The physical processes, chemical environment, and biological 
considerations are covered. 



Assessment of che Arcnc Munne Envtronmenc· Selected To{nc . Edited by D W 
Hood, and D. C. Burrell. lnsmure of Manne cience Occastonal Publication 
No. 4, 480 pp. 200 rabies and tllustrattons; Price: $7.00. 

This volume deals wtth the concept and project approach of environmental 
assessment, and wtrh specific contemporary corics: . eahed conditions, phy~ical 
pmce ses, btological featureb, and hydrocarbons. 

Address orders and inquiries to: Institute of Manne Science, Business Office, 
Univer ity of Alaska, Fairbanks, Alaska 99701. 

From the Institute of Water Resources: 

Hydroelectric Pou:er in Twentieth Cencury Alaska: Anchorage, Juneau, Ketchikan 
and Sicka. John Whitehead. $8.00 plus $!.75 postage and handling (U.S. funds) 

This book treats the history of hydroelectric power development in regional 
contexts, and draws lessons for the future. 
Environmental Aclas of Alaska. Charles Hartman and Philip Johnson, Second 
Edition. $16.00 plus $1.75 postage and handltng (U.S. funds). 

The atlas presents a phy teal description of Alaska, Alaskan waters, Light, 
climate, and engineering informatton in 95 pages of texts and figures. 

Address orders and inquiries to: The Editor, Institute of Water Resources, 
Univer iry of Ala ka, Fairbank , Alaska 99701. 

From the Geophysical Institute: 

The Northern Engineer. Quarterly. $12/yr., $!7/2yrs. , $37/5yrs. 
Thi · journal focuses in the broadest sense on engineering practice and 

technological developments in cold regions. 
Alaska Science Nuggets. Neil Davis and other authors. $9.95, plus $.50 postage. 

Articles written for the weekly column, "Alaska Science Forum" compri c 
this volume. Some 400 short articles are included that di cuss facts about the 
north and questions interesting t northerners. 

Address orders and inquiries ro : The Geophysical Institute, University of 
A laska, Fairban ks, A laska 9970!. 


